
“Level one” is a vast category that includes some of the most basic poses to fairly complex asana.  
Because it is a broad grouping, in some senses, level one is also all levels (or mixed level).  Poses in 
the level one curriculum are the focus of this section.  There are tools to address the multiple levels 
within that classification.

Teaching level one is the majority of most teachers’ work. Most people who practice yoga qualify 
themselves as beginner/intermediate (74% of Americans have been doing yoga for 5 years or less- 
source: https://www.yogaalliance.org/Learn/About_Yoga/2016_Yoga_in_America_Study/Highlights)

Sequencing is the art and science of choosing poses in a logical progression that makes physical, 
energetic and emotional sense based on the aim of the class. The aim can be many things, but the 
overarching goals are to support students in feeling better and having a deeper understanding of 
themselves.

The succession of poses should always progress from: 
simple/less strenuous -> complex/more strenuous -> simple/cool-down.  

Sequencing can be broken down into two main categories:
 1. Full-Spectrum Class
 2. Apex/Pinnacle/Peak Pose Class

Full-spectrum classes offer a sampling of poses from most or all categories of asana.  The goal is 
to move the body in many ways and get the benefits of every type of pose.  Full spectrum classes 
are great to return to on a regular basis, and they support students in doing a variety of poses.  Full 
spectrum classes are also wonderful for supporting students in building a home practice.  A full spec-
trum general template exists in the Anusara Teacher Training manual and will not be covered in this 
module.  

Apex Pose classes teach the skills needed to execute a “peak” pose that is the most complext asa-
na in that given class chronology.  The general idea is to get people into more complex poses with 
success. This type of teaching supports students’ progression by honing their skills, deepening their 
understanding of poses, and fostering breakthroughs in one particular category or principle. It also 
supports the teacher by sculpting the time and teaching skills to bring students into deep poses safe-
ly and skillfully.  These types of classes are usually most rewarding for students.
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This module contains: 
• tip sheet on decoding Apex Poses
• template for practicing sequencing to an Apex Pose
• timeline/template for 60- and 90-minute classes 
• guidelines and worksheets for All Levels classes
• curriculum building (week-by-week sequencing)

Assignments:
• Look over materials
• Print materials -- print extra templates for Apex Poses and Timelines
• Practice filling in templates (for Apex Pose and Timeline which become your sequencing class plan)
• Complete the all levels class homework
• Complete the first curriculum template

Note your questions on the Facebook page, or save for our first time in person, or the call.  
Most of all, have fun! 

How to use the templates: 

Teaching and sequencing is artistic and creative.  These templates are drills to support the logic and 
science, so that the creative side can flourish while being grounded in a rational progression of poses and 
actions.  

Each template focuses in on a different skill set in class planning.  As you get more familiar with honing 
the various skills, you can start to merge the templates together.

For example:  Start by practicing filling in the Apex Template.  To add to your refinement of timing, pac-
ing, the number of poses that you need, etc., plug the poses from your Apex Template into the 60- or 90- 
Minute Class Template.  Use classes that you have built from the prior two templates to plug into specific 
weeks in your Curriculum Template.

For some of you, the progression of templates will work better if you start from the curriculum template.  
One bonus of starting with the curriculum templates is that those will give guidance in choosing an Apex 
pose.
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